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  CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 This chapter presents some important information that required in this study. 

It includes the background of the study, the research problem, the purposes of the 

research, the significance of the research, the scope and limitation and the definition 

of key terms. 

1.1 Background of Study 

 English is an international language. As an international language, it is used 

to communicate among people in different country. English is really important 

subject that student must  learn. In Indonesia, English is taught since elementary 

school. Because English is not our native language, students find it difficult to learn. 

English is used in several occasion such as speaking to foregin people, speaking 

with foreign tourist in Indonesia, and also used to interview for apply a job.  

English has several skills that students must  learn , there are listening, 

writing, reading and speaking. Then, those four skills are divided into two groups; 

Productive skills and Receptive skills. Listening is one of receptive skills to learn 

along with reading. Listening is really important because listening is large part in 

our daily communication. As Chastain, (1976: 278) stated that we spend 40% to 

60% of our daily communication in listening.  

Listening is an action of reacting to, defining and relating the spoken 

language in terms of past experiences and futher course of action (Barbe and 
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Meyers, 1954). Listening course is designed to make the students get details of 

spoken English conversation or speech at post-intermediate level. Listening course 

in ELED UMM is a compulsory course. This course is held for four consecutive 

semester. As compulsory course, ELED students are expected to be able to 

understand and comprehend English conversation which frequently employ 

different accents. Listening course begins at the first semester, because of transition 

from Senior High School to college it make many new ELED student feels that 

Listening course is difficult. It is proven by the data that the researcher got from 

ELED office  that among 10 Listening classes, 6 classes got an average score below  

75 and only 3 classes that got an average score above 80. The 6 classes got 62.07, 

73.09, 71.55, 73.47, 63.40, 65.43, average scores each classes. According to Azmi 

Bingol, Celik, Yidliz and Tugrul Mart (2014), there are a lot of difficulties that 

students deal with in the listening course process. These problem are linguistic and 

non linguistic problem that are quality of recorded materials, cultural differences, 

accent, unfamiliar vocabuary, length and speed of listening.     

 Listening course is compulsory course in ELED of UMM, the researcher  

found that many students have  difficulties in  listening course. It is proven by a 

research by Safrida (2016) it shows that 61% students in third semester claimed that 

the  listening comprehension was difficult. Most students had problems in non 

linguistic because  teacher does not give students opportunity to show their ability 

and teacher does not come to the class. In addition, students have problem to answer 

the assigment of filling in the blank and with no visual such as video or picture in 

conversation material. Besides teachers used uninteresting teaching methods, 
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teaching learning facilities also have poor sound quality of speaker and headset and 

there is no book.   

Based on the that statement and data that researcher gain from English 

Language Education Department of  University of Muhammadiyah Malang, the 

number of student in 6 listening class does received poor scores. The teaching and 

learning in listening class are optimal when student can hear and understand what 

they listen in the class. This situation are not accordance with the expected. 

Therefore, the researcher will analyze the linguistic problems in listening class 

faced by the first semester student ELED UMM. 

1.2 Research Problem 

 According to background of the study above, the research question are 

stated as follows: 

 What are the linguistic problem faced by the first semester students of 

English Language  Education Department at University of Muhammadiyah 

Malang in Listening course ?  

1.3 Purposes of The Research  

To know the linguistic problem  faced by the first semester students of 

English Language Education Department at University of Muhammadiyah 

Malang in Listening course. 

1.4 Research Significance 

 According to background of the study above, this research expect to the 

following: 
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1. Teacher can realize what are the difficuties that usually faced by students in 

listening class and evaluate their teaching delivery.  

2. Teacher can consider the media that uses in listening class are works fine or 

not and fix it if there is a problem in teaching media. 

3.  It also help teacher to find the proper teaching technique to improve 

teaching and learning process in listening class. 

1.5 Scope and Limitation 

 The scope of this study is linguistic problem faced by first semester student 

in Listening class. The limitation of this study is first semester student that got an 

average score below 75, there are small class B, C, G, H, I, J  in English Language  

Education Department (2017-2018).  

1.6  Definitions of Key Terms 

 The following terms used in this study should be characterized to avoid 

misinterpretation. The terms are defined as follows: 

 Listening is an active process by which students receive, construct 

meaning from, and respond to spoken and or nonverbal message 

(Emmert, 1994). 

 Difficulties in Listening is a difficulties that learners may encounter in 

the listening comprehension process and the purposes is to be aware of 

these problems and try to solve them (Azmi Bingul, Celik, Yidliz, and 

Tugrul Mart, 2014)   

 


